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Predgovor

Četrti balkanski rudarski kongres je uspešno nadaljevanje tradicije rudarskih kongresov, ki so se začeli pred šestimi 
leti v Varni v Bolgariji. Drugi kongres je potekal leta 2007 v Srbiji, v Beogradu, tretji pa pred dvema letoma v Izmirju 
v Turčiji. 

Prav je, da se ob tej priložnosti spomnimo naših kolegov, ki so že pred desetletjem začeli razmišljati o načinu 
povezovanja balkanskih rudarskih strokovnjakov oziroma področja celotne Jugovzhodne Evrope. To so bili dr. 
Tzolo Voutov, prof. dr. Vekoslav Ivanov, prof. dr. Slobodan Vujić in prof. dr. Peter Daskalov. Na njihovo pobudo je 
bila leta 2004 v Sofiji konstituiran BALKANMINE, ki je povezal deset držav članic. Letos se bo tej zvezi pridružila 
enajsta članica, to je republika Slovaška. 

Četrti mednarodni rudarski kongres Balkanmine je letos organiziran v Sloveniji, v Ljubljani. Zahtevno organizacijo 
je prevzel dr. Milan Medved, direktor Premogovnika Velenje, ki je tudi generalni pokrovitelj omenjenega dogodka. 
Ob tej priložnosti balkanski koordinacijski komite izreka iskreno zahvalo pokrovitelju in posebej predsedniku or-
ganizacijskega odbora, doc. dr. Milanu Medvedu, ki je znal spodbuditi sodelavce, da so uspešno pripravili ta veliki 
projekt. 

Zahvalo za sodelovanje izrekamo tudi Inženirski zbornici Slovenije, Naravoslovnotehniški fakulteti Univerze v 
Ljubljani, Oddelku za geotehnologijo in rudarstvo, Slovenskemu rudarskemu društvu inženirjev in tehnikov ter 
Društvu inženirjev in tehnikov Premogovnika Velenje. 

Lahko rečemo, da knjižna zbirka rudarskih zbornikov, z letošnjim vred, s svojo ureditvijo in slikovitostjo omogoča 
tudi širšemu krogu strokovne javnosti zanesljivo odkrivanje in spoznavanje področja, ki je zelo pomembno za 
utiranje poti skozi novi čas. 

Verjamemo, da se bo na četrtem rudarskem kongresu Balkanmine spletlo mnogo poslovnih vezi in kvalitetnih 
izmenjav izkušenj. Prepričani smo tudi, da je rudarstvo v tem delu Evrope lahko pomembna sila pri iskanju izhoda 
iz krize in da bo peti balkanski rudarski kongres potekal v bolj prijaznem času za znanstveno-raziskovalno delo.

V imenu balkanskega koordinacijskega komiteja želim veliko ustvarjalne energije pri podajanju in poslušanju 
referatov ter prijetno počutje vsem udeležencem.  

Srečno!

mag. Marjan HUDEJ
Predsednik koordinacijskega komiteja Balkanmine
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OPTIMIZATION OF WORKING DIESEL ENGINES AT HYDRAULIC EXCAVATOR 
Goce STEFANOV1, Risto DAMBOV2 

1 University Goce Delcev, Electrotechnical faculty, Stip, Macedonia, goce.stefanov@ugd.edu.mk  
2University Goce Delcev, FNTS, Insitute of Mining, Stip, Macedonia, dambov2004@yahoo.com  

ABSTRACT 
In the paper is delivered solution in the electronic circuit for optimizing the work of diesel engines at hydraulic 
excavator for excavation and loading to ore in the mines. Task of the electronic circuit is to ensure operation of diesel 
engines on excavator depending of the load according to the principles of operation diesel engine. With the decision 
of the circuit for optimization obtain engines to work with power against current load, and the role of the operator 
minimizes. The methodology for development of the solution is based of computer simulations and measurements. 
Electronic circuit which is given in the paper is part of an electronic system for management with functions of 
hydraulic excavator and it has practical implementation at hydraulic excavator Orenstein Koppel in one of the mines 
in Macedonia. With designed solution is achieved optimal balance between basic mechanical structure of the 
excavator and its overall management. 

KEYWORDS 
Electronic circuit, Optimum operation, Diesel engines, Hydraulic excavator 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Hydraulic excavator, figure 1, is large stationary work machine with two diesel engines in parallel mode 
designed for excavation and loading of ore at mines [8]. 

 

Figure 1: Hydraulic excavator 

It is big working machine in which are implemented the latest achievements of several branches of engineering 
(electrical, electronics, hydraulics, mechanics) [1], [2], [6] . Two diesel engines are used with power 380kW. These 
are engines with six cylinders and pneumatic regulators of the pumps for injection on fuel, figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Pump for injection on fuel with pneumatic regulator 

Both diesel engines work in parallel. The total weight of the excavator is 212 tons.  

Working volume of hamper for loading of ore is 8 3m . 
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The solution in the paper is developed because the problems and needs that occur at working of excavator in 
one of the mines in Macedonia. Developed solution is part of electronic system that manages with basic 
functions of excavator such as: 

• inclusion and exclusion of diesel engines 
• management with operating and stops the engines  
• protection of engine from small pressure on oil, high temperature 
• optimization of the system of loading the excavator  
• lubrication of the shaft in the excavator. 

In this paper we retain only to the description of part of the electronic system which refers to the optimization of 
the mode of loading on the excavator. 

 For properly working of diesel engine of hydraulic excavator it is necessary to provide several conditions for its 
optimal functioning, including: 

• The parts that are exposed on friction (main axis, gears, cylinders) should be cooled with oil lubrication 
with pressure from 3 to 6 bar. 

• The working power of the engine will continue, if the parts which receive heat (head, block) of the parts 
exposed to friction are cooled by forced air or water. 

The above two conditions provide diesel engines to operate with allowed temperature domain, figure 3 [6]. On 
the figure 3, in item 1 includes the engine. Along the line 1-2 engine works without a load (low speed). In 1t  (2) 
the engine achieves a working temperature of 68 º C. This is a condition the engine to be capable to operate 
under a load (work with maximum speed). In 2t  (3) the engine achieves a working temperature of 82 º C. When 
the engine operates under a load, the temperature of the fluid for cooling moves along the curve 3-4. When the 
engine stops the work under a load it is necessary to work with a small number of revolutions (idler) before it 

turns off. It is a point 
4
t  (5), when the temperature of the fluid for cooling is 68 º C. 

 

Figure 3: Temperature diagram of diesel engine 

Therefore, paper must comply with the format described here. The required text styles illustrated in this 
Microsoft WORD document must be used as a template for production of paper, by replacing the relevant text 
with your own. Please use word pre-defined styles in this template.  
The easiest way to use this paper form is by cutting and pasting unformatted text into each section to maintain 
the document’s present format. The content should be compiled without changing the styles.   

2 CIRCUIT FOR OPTIMAL OPERATION OF DIESEL ENGINE 
The electronic circuit for optimization on the work of the diesel engines which is the subject of the paper follows 
the operation of diesel engines under load (along the curve 3-4) and based on signal for the hydraulic pressure 
decide whether to allow engines to work with maximum speed or to reduce the number of revolutions of the 
minimum (idler) [8] [9]. Using of the electronic circuit for optimization on the work of diesel engines according to 
the diagram of picture 3, saving fuel and minimize the role of operator in terms of its savings. 

The work on the circuit for optimal operation will be explained with help diagram of the states. For the analyze 
we need the following signals and conditions:  

• Incoming signals:  
o loading of the excavator, signal the hydraulic pressure, E22 
o inclusion or exclusion on the circuit for optimal operation, E112  
o alternative inclusion and exclusion of the circuit for optimal operation, E113 
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we need the following signals and conditions:  

• Incoming signals:  
o loading of the excavator, signal the hydraulic pressure, E22 
o inclusion or exclusion on the circuit for optimal operation, E112  
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• Output signals:  
o reduction of supply of air on the pump for fuel, A52 
o inclusion or exclusion on circuit for optimal operation, V4 (pin 4 of 28IC ) 

 
States in which can be found a circuit for optimal work are: 

• Excluded circuit for optimal operation, G1  
• Included circuit for optimal operation, G2 
• Alternatively turn on of the circuit for optimal operation, G3  
• Alternatively turn off of the circuit for optimal operation, G4 

 

 In the figure 4 is given diagram of crossings and table of crossings of circuit for optimal work. 
 

 

Figure 4: Diagram of crossings and table of crossings of circuit for optimal work 

From the table of crossings and diagrams of crossings easily are defined the following states and the following 
output sequences of circuit for given initial state and input sequence. For example, if the initial state is G1 and the 
input sequence is E112, E22, E113, E113, the following states are G2, G2, G4, G3 and the output sequence is V4, 
A52-V4, O, V4.  

2.1 Description of the circuit for optimal work  

The circuit for optimal operation of diesel engines, used at hydraulic excavator RH120C is given on the figure 5 
[4], [6], [8]. In the figure 10 is given a time diagram of voltages in separate items of the circuit for optimal 
operation. 
Consider the situation when the two diesel engines are in work under a load (handle for gas in maximum 
position). Input element, on the basis of which circuit for optimal operation manages with work in the diesel 
engines under load is switch on the servo pressure, B51. In the work of the circuit for optimal operation of diesel 
engines participates 4 integrated circuits, 4 transistors, one relay and several resistors, diodes and capacitors.  
Circuit for reduction in the number of revolutions of the diesel engines is included when switch S123 is opened. 
The button S122 serves handler of the machine as necessary to carry alternatively switching on and off of the 
circuit for optimum work. Output port A52 is connected to the electric valves Y42 and Y43, which supply with air 
pneumatic regulators of pumps for injection on fuel on 

diesel engines. 
Let's consider the situation where excavator is working under a load. Then switch on servo pressure B51 is 
closed. When the switch B51 is closed transistor 25T  is turn on, so its collector is a logical 0. This logical 0 keeps 

the transistor 26T  in off position. Its collector is in logical 1. This logical 1 through diode 21D  resets the decade 

counter 30IC , implemented with the integrated circuit 4017 (all the outputs except 0Q  are logical 0). Logical 0 

on the collector of transistor 26T  is blocking oscillator 28IC  (no voltage on pin 8). 28IC  is astable multivibrator 

realized with the circuit NE555. We said that S123 is open. So, the pin 1 from circuit AIC29  , which is one NILI 

door from circuit 4001, is on a logical 0. The button S122 is not push (located in the cab of the excavator). It 
serves to provide a trigger impulses for the circuit 27IC . Circuit 27IC  is a combination of RS flip floppy and D flip 

floppy, realized with integrated circuit 4013. With condensates 40C  and 43C  provides circuit 27IC  after the 

inclusion of voltage to be reset. Thus the output 13 of circuit 4013 has a logical 0.  
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Because pin 1 and 2 of the circuit AIC29  are logical 0, his output 3 has to be a logical 1. Pin 3 on the circuit 

AIC29  is connected to the reset input of oscillator-circuit 28IC . So at this moment pin 4 the oscillator 28IC  is 

the logical 1. It enables oscillator-circuit to work.  

 

Figure 5: Circuit for optimal operation in the diesel engines 

On the other hand said that the decade counter 30IC  is in reset state, so its output 9Q  is logical 0. This logical 0 

holds output degree, implemented with transistors 27T , 28T  and relay Re8 in deactivated state. So at this point 

the output A52 is on 0V. This means that electrical valves Y42 and Y43 are without voltage, so they do not block 
the supply air to the pneumatic regulators in the pump for injection of fuel to diesel engines. So the final result 
at this moment is the engines to operate under a full load (maximum speed). 

Now we analyze situation when the operator does not give requirement for hydraulic power (handler does not 
manipulates with command, excavators is not loaded). Then switch to the servo pressure B51 is opened. It 
excludes the transistor 25T , whose collector is placed on a logical 1, providing a voltage of pin 8 on oscillator 

circuit 28IC . Because of that the reset pin on oscillator is enabled (logical 1), he begins to oscillate. The output 

impulses of oscillator acquire on pin 3. the frequency of the outputs impulses is determined by resistor 102R  and 

condensate 41C .  
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Frequency is: 

4110239.1,
1

CRT
T

f ==  (1) 

for HzfsTFCkR 1,1,1,720 41102 ==⇒=Ω= μ  

 

Output impulses of oscillator 28IC  are received by the CLK input of decade counter 30IC . On the other hand, a 

logical 1 at the collector of transistor 25T  includes the transistor 26T , whose collector setting on logical 0 

enables reset input (Terminal 15) on the decade counter 30IC . So now decade counter 30IC can count. It 

changes the status of its outputs on the front edge of the incoming impulses, pin CLK (14). When will come the 
front edge on the 9-th impulse, the output 9Q  (pin 11) is setting of logical 1. This logical 1 on the one hand 

blocks counter 30IC , setting its input ENA (pin 13) the logical 1. On the other hand, the logical 1 of pin 11 on 

30IC  the activates the output degree implemented with transistors 27T , 28T  and relay Re8. Consequently A52 

output is set on voltage 24V. The appearance of the voltage 24V on pin A52 activates the electric valves Y42 and 
Y43, which now reduces supply of air for pneumatic regulators of pumps for injection on fuel for diesel engines. 
So the final result at this point is reducing on the number of revolutions of the diesel engines to the nominal 
speed (small gas, idler). 
This condition retain until the operator touching one of the commands gives requirement for hydraulic power. 
As soon as the handler will touch some of the commands, servo switch B51 closes. It includes the transistor 25T , 

whose collector sets on logical 0 blocking oscillator 28IC  and the transistor 26T . The collector of the transistor 

26T  now goes to logical 1 and through diode 21D  is resetting decade counter and is setting its outputs in a 

logical 0 (except output 0Q  ). So now the output degree is deactivate and the output A52 exclude voltage from 

electrical valves Y42 and Y43. With this supply of air for pneumatic regulators on the pumps for fuel of diesel 
engines increases. So the engines work with maximum speed again . 

Now, to look the work of the circuit 27IC . We said that it can alternatively to exclude and include circuit for 

optimal work. For normal work of the circuit for optimal work of the pin 3 on AIC29  have to have a logical 1. 

That would be, if both its inputs (pin 1 and 2) are logical 0. Another we said that the circuit for optimal work is 
included when the switch S123 is turned off. Then pin 1 the circuit AIC29  have always logical 0. So now setting 

alternatively pin 2 the circuit AIC29  into logical 1 or a logical 0 may be included or excluded the circuit for 

optimal work. 

Namely, if the button S122 (located in the cab of the excavator) activates once, the input S (6) of the circuit 27IC  

will be set at a logical 1 and the input R (4) in logical 0. It will set the output Q (1) in logical 1. Because this output 
is input to the CLK pin (11) of the second flip floppy in the circuit 27IC , which is connected as a D flip floppy, 

output Q (13) of the last flip floppy will be set in logical 1. Its logical 1 will cause the output 3 of the circuit AIC29  

to be placed in a logical 0, which blocks the circuit for optimal work (reset input 4 of the oscillator 28IC  is a 

logical 0). Now if the button S122 is pressed again, at the output 1 of the circuit 27IC  will receive logical 1, 

which enables circuit for optimal work (reset input 4 of the oscillator 28IC  is a logical 1). 

This analyze was made when the switch S123 is opened. If now the switch S123 is closed, we will have a constant 
logical 1 on input 1 of the circuit AIC29 , so that its output 3 will always be logical 0 and the circuit for optimal 

work is always excluded. 

2.2 Simulation of the circuit for optimal work 

The configuration of the circuit for simulation is given on figure 6. The simulation is made with PowerSim 
simulation program [7]. The value of the elements of the figure 6 is the same with the values of elements of the 
figure 5. The external feedback signal (B51), on the basic of which circuit for optimal work determines whether 
its output (point 10, or output 9Q in the 30IC ), will provides a logical 0 or logical 1, here is simulated with 

function generator. Generator is connected in the point 19.  
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The frequency of the generator is 0.1Hz.  
High level of impulse in point 19, simulates that the machine work with load (motors operate with a maximum 
speed). Now the circuit for optimal operation is not included.  

Low level of impulse on the point 19 (point 1t  in figure 7), simulates that the machine works without a load 
(motors are working still with maximum speed). In this situation the circuit for optimal work will be included and 
after a certain time (on the front edge of the 9-th impulse of the oscillator 28IC , the moment 2t the figure 7), its 

output (point 10) will give a logical 1 (this will cause inclusion of electrical valves Y42 and Y43, which will reduce 
the supply of air to the pneumatic regulators on pumps for fuel of diesel engines, so engines will reduce number 
of revolutions). In the figure 6 are given the wave forms of voltage in points 19 (E22), 1 (CLK input of the circuit) 
and 10 (output 9Q of circuit 30IC ). 

 

Figure 6: Circuit for simulation  

 

Figure 7: Wave forms of voltage in the points 19, 1 and 10 

In the figure 8 is given wave forms of voltage in point 9 (collector on the transistors )26T . The transistor 26T  is 

BC107 and has 300=FEh . 

 

Figure 8: Wave form of voltage in the point 9 
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output (point 10) will give a logical 1 (this will cause inclusion of electrical valves Y42 and Y43, which will reduce 
the supply of air to the pneumatic regulators on pumps for fuel of diesel engines, so engines will reduce number 
of revolutions). In the figure 6 are given the wave forms of voltage in points 19 (E22), 1 (CLK input of the circuit) 
and 10 (output 9Q of circuit 30IC ). 

 

Figure 6: Circuit for simulation  

 

Figure 7: Wave forms of voltage in the points 19, 1 and 10 

In the figure 8 is given wave forms of voltage in point 9 (collector on the transistors )26T . The transistor 26T  is 

BC107 and has 300=FEh . 

 

Figure 8: Wave form of voltage in the point 9 

In the figure 9 is given wave forms of voltage at the point E113 and pin 4 on circuit 28IC . The switch S122 is 

closed at the moment 3t  (still closed shortly). The appearance of voltage from 24V to point E113, causing the pin 

4 on circuit 28IC  to be set in the logical 0. Its logical 0 blocks the circuit 28IC . The circuit 28IC  remains in this 

state until the switch S122 will close again (moment 4t  ). So the switch S122 alternatively blocks and unblocks 

circuit 28IC  or the circuit for optimal work includes and excludes. 

In the figure 11 are given time diagrams of voltages in some point in the circuit for optimal operation of diesel 
engines. The time diagram is obtained on the basic of on the results of measurement in different points of the 
electronic circuit. Measurement is made with oscilloscope and instrument. Comparing the results of 
measurement and simulation shows that they are identical. Wave forms of voltages in the circuit at simulation 
coincide with the wave forms of voltages obtained by measurement. The times in the wave forms obtained by 
simulation and measurement are same. 

 

Figure 9: Waves forms of voltage in point E113 and point 4 on circuit 28IC  

 

 

Figure 10: Prototype on circuit for optimal operation 
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Figure 11: Time diagrams of voltages some point in the circuit for optimal operation of diesel engines at hydraulic 
excavator 

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
With the experimental results is confirming the theoretical foundations with which is designed the circuit for 
optimal work of diesel engines of excavator [6]. By using the solution are obtain:  

• improving the work of diesel engines 
• saving up 5-8% fuel  
•  minimizing of the role of the operator  
• optimizing of the overall operation of the excavator.  

In the figure 10 is given a prototype of the circuit for optimal work of the excavator, and in the figure 12 
electronic system for management with the functions of the excavator. 

 

Figure 12: Electronic system for management with functions of the hydraulic excavator 
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4 CONCLUSION 
In the paper is done analyze on practical realized solution to the circuit that manages with the work of diesel 
engines at hydraulic excavator implemented for excavation and loading of ore. In the solution are implemented 
the inclinations of the new developmental directions in mechanics, electricity, hydraulic and electronic in 
optimization of large mobile work machines. The use of electronic circuit is optimizing the operation of diesel 
engines so that they work under temperature diagram on the engine given in figure 3. With optimization of 
diesel engines is optimized and the overall work of the excavator. Thus we get the excavator to work at any time 
with revolutions which load is requiring, is minimizing the role of the handler and is saving fuel. 
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